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Abstract

While SMT systems can learn to translate

multiword expressions (MWEs) from par-

allel text, they typically have no notion of

non-compositionality, and thus overgener-

alise translations that are only used in cer-

tain contexts. This paper describes a novel

approach to measure the flexibility of a

phrase pair, i.e. its tendency to occur in

many contexts, in contrast to phrase pairs

that are only valid in one or a few fixed

expressions. The measure learns from the

parallel training text, is simple to imple-

ment and language independent. We ar-

gue that flexible phrase pairs should be

preferred over inflexible ones, and present

experiments with phrase-based and hierar-

chical translation models in which we ob-

serve performance gains of up to 0.9 BLEU

points.

1 Introduction

A defining property of multiword expressions

(MWEs) is that they are idiosyncratic (Sag et al.,

2002). For Statistical Machine Translation (SMT),

MWEs whose meaning is non-compositional, i.e.

which cannot be translated word by word, can

cause two major problems. The obvious problem

is that MWEs may be translated incorrectly if we

translate them word by word. A second problem,

which has received less attention in SMT research,

is that translations that we learn from the compo-

nents of a MWE can rarely be generalised to other

contexts. If a word frequently occurs in a MWE

with an idiosyncratic translation, learning this id-

iosyncratic translation on the word level pollutes

the translation model.

Consider for instance the English phrase of

course, which is translated into French as bien sûr.

SMT systems, which typically perform unsuper-

vised word alignment to learn translation corre-

spondences, not only learn the translation pair (of

course, bien sûr), but also (of, bien) and (course,

sûr). Especially if the fixed expression of course

is more frequent during training than other transla-

tions of course, the translation pair (course, sûr)

is misapplied to occurrences of course in new

contexts. This problem affects various linguis-

tic phenomena that fall under the umbrella term

MWE: complex prepositions, idioms, compounds

and named entities, among others.

We describe an algorithm to measure a phrase

pair’s flexibility, i.e. whether it occurs in many

contexts or is restricted to fixed expressions. Note

that the aim is not to penalize MWEs themselves,

which may be flexible in terms of their contexts,

but only phrases that are part of a larger MWE. In

contrast to other related work on MWEs in SMT,

our approach is unsupervised and language inde-

pendent.

2 Related Work

The fact that word-based translation techniques are

inadequate to deal with MWEs, which are by def-

inition non-compositional, has led to approaches

that extract MWEs in order to improve bilin-

gual resources (e.g. (Smadja et al., 1996; Carpuat

and Diab, 2010)). Using contextual information

to disambiguate translations is an equally well-

researched topic (Carpuat and Wu, 2007; Chiang et

al., 2009). One can even argue that the success of

phrase-based SMT (Koehn et al., 2003) compared
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to word-based approaches is in large part due to

the existence of MWEs in natural language.

Our work is not concerned with improving the

translation of MWEs themselves, but with prevent-

ing an overgeneralisation of translations learned

from MWEs. In other words, our aim is not to im-

prove the translation of words in known contexts,

but picking a better translation if a word occurs in

a new context. It shares the aim with the work by

Lambert and Banchs (2006), who convert MWEs

into single tokens in a preprocessing step, thus pre-

venting MWE sub-segments from being extracted.

In order to identify MWEs in the source text, they

exploit asymmetries in word alignment, lemmati-

sation and PoS-tagging. They found that the pos-

itive effect of suppressing wrong phrase pairs in

some instances was counterbalanced by increased

data sparseness, especially because some word se-

quences were erroneously identified as MWEs. Pal

et al. (2011) follow the same idea for the language

pair English–Bengali, with different MWE extrac-

tion techniques.

3 Learning Translations in SMT

To illustrate why wrong translations are learned

from MWEs, let us consider the common SMT

training process. In (hierarchical) phrase-based

SMT, translations are extracted from a word-

aligned corpus. This extraction is performed by

heuristics that extract phrase pairs which are con-

sistent with word alignment, specifically, so that

no word in the source phrase is aligned to a word

outside the target phrase, and vice versa. For

MWEs, this means that phrase pair extraction for

the whole MWE, and its subphrases and words, are

co-dependent. A MWE is only extracted if its com-

ponents do not violate word alignment, and when

the latter is the case, this also entails that these

components will form phrase pairs of their own.

In other words, the phrase table is learned with a

compositionality assumption, and the model has

no means to learn that a phrase pair can be correct

while its components should not be used indepen-

dently.

While state-of-the-art SMT systems have this

technical weakness, they are easy to extend thanks

to their log-linear framework. In the final transla-

tion model, each extracted phrase pair (s, t) has

multiple scores, which are combined with each

other and other features such as the language

model probability in a log-linear model. Most

common are phrase translation probabilities es-

timated through (smoothed) relative frequencies

p(s|t) and p(t|s), and a smoothed probability dis-

tribution based on word translation probabilities

(Koehn et al., 2003). We extend this log-linear

model through new features that measure a phrase

pair’s flexibility.

4 Flexibility Features

We introduce new probability distributions that are

not based on relative frequency estimates, but on

the number of different contexts in which a phrase

pair occurs. Intuitively, we use them to predict how

likely a phrase pair is to occur in a new context. We

will call a phrase pair flexible if it occurs in many

contexts, as opposed to inflexible phrase pairs that

we only observe in few contexts. Note that under

this definition, even fixed expressions may be con-

sidered flexible if they themselves occur in many

contexts. It is not the translation of MWEs that we

aim to penalize, but the translation of their individ-

ual segments.

In order to measure a phrase pair’s flexibility,

we introduce equation 1. Given a source phrase

s and a target phrase t, with s being a sequence

of words from si to sj , we consider triplets of the

form (sx, s, t) for the flexibility measure. Different

positions can be considered for sx. We introduce

two new probability distributions; the first, with

x = i − 1, is based on the number of contexts to

the left of s, and will be referred to as pflex_left. The

second, pflex_right, is based on the number of right

contexts, with x = j + 1.1

pflex_{left,right}(t|s) =
N1+(•, s, t)

∑
t
′ N1+(•, s, t

′
)

=
N1+(•, s, t)

N1+(•, s, •)
(1)

N1+ denotes the number of types, and • are wild-

cards. N1+(•, s, t) is thus the number of dif-

ferent triplets (sx, s, t) observed during training.

pflex_left(s|t) and pflex_right(s|t) are calculated analo-

gously, i.e. by considering the number of contexts

to the left and right of the target phrase. We can

theoretically increase the window that we consider

to be the context of a phrase, but as we increase

1We add a special token for si−1 if the phrase begins at the
start of a sentence, and do the same for sj+1 at the end.
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the window size, the number of different types in-

creases, and the new probability estimates tend to-

wards the baseline relative frequency estimate.

Table 1 shows the effect of this calculation for

selected phrase pairs.2 The first example illustrates

how the English complex preposition in line with is

affected. In German, it is typically translated to im

Einklang mit. However, if line occurs in other con-

texts, a typical translation would be Linie or Reihe,

but almost never Einklang. The latter translation is

restricted to in line with. We see that our model

risks to translate line as Einklang because the

relative-frequency estimate for (Einklang|line) is

higher than that of (Linie|line). However, since the

phrase pair (line, Einklang) occurs in very few con-

texts, both on the source and target side, its flexibil-

ity estimates are much lower than the estimate ob-

tained from relative frequencies. (Linie|line) and

(im Einklang mit|in line with) both occur in vari-

ous contexts, and their flexibility estimates remain

relatively high. The latter is an important point of

our technique: the translation of MWEs as a single

unit, which is a desirable property of phrase-based

models, is not penalized.

The second set of phrase pairs are based on

our introductory example (of course, bien sûr),

and demonstrate why we measure flexibility to the

right and to the left independently. The phrase

pair p(course|sûr) is only inflexible to the left of

course, but should still be penalized.

If a phrase pair is frequent, but only occurs

in few contexts, this indicates that it is part of a

larger MWE, and can safely be dispreferred. The

cases in which an inflexible phrase pair is in fact

a good translation should usually be handled by

larger translation units, i.e. the MWE as a whole.

However, there are exceptions to this rule. An ex-

ception are phrase pairs that typically occur at the

beginning or end of a sentence. These may be in-

flexible according to our model, even if they are

not part of a larger translation unit.

The flexibility measure has the same aim as

the joining of MWEs that Lambert et al. (2006)

describe, namely to prevent overgeneralisation of

phrase pairs learned from MWEs to new con-

texts. It has the advantage of being language-

independent and requiring no additional resources.

Additionally, it does not need to make a hard clas-

sification into MWEs and others, and thus does not

2The examples are from the models described in section 6.1.

suffer from an increase in data sparseness.

4.1 Variants for Hierarchical Phrase-based

Models

We can extend the notion of a phrase pair’s flexibil-

ity to hierarchical phrase-based models (Chiang,

2005). However, we argue that a naive transfer of

the approach to hierarchical phrase-based systems

is incomplete. Because subphrases are allowed

in hierarchical rules, there are additional ways in

which a rule can be inflexible. Consider these three

rules that might be learned from occurrences of the

phrase pair (of course, bien sûr).

1. X → 〈 course , sûr 〉

2. X → 〈 X1 course , X1 sûr 〉

3. X → 〈 and X1 course , et X1 sûr 〉

Each of these examples is a poor generalisation,

and should ideally be penalized in the model. In

all cases, we only expect the translation of course

into sûr if course is preceded by of. In phrase-

based models, this can be expressed through the

relative number of left contexts observed with the

source phrase, or pflex_left(t|s). This works for the

hierarchical rule 1, but not for 2 and 3.3 The rea-

son is that of is not to the left of the rules extracted

from the corpus, but part of the subphrase X1. This

leads to the question how we can formulate an al-

ternative notion of context, so that the inflexibility

of rules 2 and 3 can be learned.

We denote FLEX_H1 the approach with pflex_left

and pflex_right that has been described in the last sec-

tion, and present multiple alternatives:

4.1.1 FLEX_H2

The first variant, called FLEX_H2 henceforth,

redefines which word is considered the left and

right context in a hierarchical rule. If a hierarchical

rule starts with a subphrase, the rightmost word of

this subphrase is considered the rule’s left context

(instead of the word to the left of the subphrase). In

other words, this variant does not use x = i−1 for

pflex_left, but x = i−1+n, with n being the length of

the subphrase that the rule starts with, or n = 0 if

the rule does not start with a subphrase. If it ends

3In our training corpus from section 6.1, pflex_left(t|s) is 2

2688

for rule 1, 480

3506
for rule 2, and 232

722
for rule 3. In other words,

pflex_left(t|s) successfully assigns a low probability to the in-
flexible rule 1, but too high a probability to rules 2 and 3.
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s t pRF(t|s) pflex_left(t|s) pflex_right(t|s)

line Einklang 0.159 0.003 0.005

line Linie 0.146 0.072 0.061

in line with im Einklang mit 0.169 0.073 0.059

course sûr 0.444 0.001 0.066

course cours 0.079 0.023 0.010

Table 1: Translation model probabilities for selected phrase pairs with different probability estimation

methods: relative frequency (pRF); flexibility distribution (pflex_left and pflex_right).

with a subphrase, the leftmost word of this sub-

phrase is considered for pflex_right, or x = j + 1− n,

with n being the length of the subphrase that the

rule ends with, or n = 0 if the rule ends with a ter-

minal symbol. This new definition aims to capture

the inflexibility of rule 2.

4.1.2 FLEX_H3

A second possibility is to not only consider the

words to the left and right of a rule to be its context,

but also its subphrase(s). We start with FLEX_H2,

and add a new feature pflex_sub(t|s) that is based on

the number of different types of subphrases a hi-

erarchical rule occurs with. This new feature is

implemented through equation 1 by redefining sx.

Instead of the word to the left or the right of a sub-

phrase, let sx be defined as the full subphrase, or,

if a rule contains multiple subphrases, the concate-

nation of all subphrases.4 If a rule does not have a

subphrase, we let pflex_sub(t|s) be 1, so that this fea-

ture is without cost for rules without subphrases.

We also add pflex_sub(s|t), which is defined analo-

gously.

5 Filtering Hierarchical Rule Tables

In preliminary experiments, we found that some

of the differences between the baseline system

and the experimental ones were due to spurious

phrase or rule pairs whose probability estimates

were unduly high. Thus, we use significance test

filtering (Johnson et al., 2007) for phrase tables,

which, as the authors note, has a similar effect as

smoothing, since both pruning and smoothing pe-

nalizes infrequent phrase pairs. We extend their

approach to hierarchical rule tables. Since (John-

son et al., 2007) do not base the significance test on

alignment counts, but co-occurrence counts in the

parallel corpus, we decided on an approximative

4We insert a delimiter between two subphrases to distinguish
between X1 = ’a b’, X2 = ’c’ and X1 = ’a’, X2 = ’b c’.

method to count the number of occurrences of hi-

erarchical rules, which can be implemented with a

suffix array. Three frequencies are required to per-

form a statistical significance test for a phrase pair

or rule: cs, the frequency of the source phrase/rule,

ct, the target phrase/rule frequency, and cst, the

co-occurrence frequency of the source and target

phrase/rule.

For hierarchical rules without subphrases, or

which consist of a single, uninterrupted terminal

sequence with subphrases at the beginning and/or

end of the rule, we can use the same procedure as

for phrase-based systems, namely extracting a set

of sentences in which the source terminal sequence

occurs, doing the same for the target sequence, and

intersecting the two sets to obtain cst.

For hierarchical rules which consist of multiple

terminal sequences, interrupted by subphrases, we

approximate its occurrences by extracting the set

of occurrences for each terminal sequence, and us-

ing the intersection of these sets as occurrences of

the full rule.

For a rule X → 〈 a b X1 c , x X1 y z 〉, cs is thus

the number of source sentences in which a b and c

occur, ct the number of target sentences in which x

and y z occur, and cst the number of sentence pairs

in which a b and c occur in the source sentence, x

and y z in the target sentence.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Data and Methods

We perform the evaluation on the language pairs

French–English and German–English, with train-

ing data mostly from the shared task of WMT 2011

(Callison-Burch et al., 2011). For both language

pairs, we use Europarl and News-Commentary as

parallel data sets. Language models are trained on

the respective target language sides of Europarl,

News-Commentary, and the monolingual News
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system DE–EN EN–DE FR–EN EN–FR

BLEU METEOR BLEU METEOR BLEU METEOR BLEU METEOR

newstest2011

baseline 21.0 28.6 15.6 36.2 28.6 33.8 30.3 51.2

FLEX 21.2 28.7 15.8 36.4 28.8 33.8 30.3 51.1

cross-domain

baseline 29.1 28.9 27.0 42.0 25.5 32.2 22.2 44.1

FLEX 29.4 29.1 27.1 42.2 26.4 32.6 22.6 44.5

Table 3: SMT results on newstest2011 and cross-domain test sets. Phrase-based models.

Data set sentences words (EN)

EN–FR

News-commentary 110k 2900k

Europarl 1830k 50 600k

United Nations 11 800k 300 000k

109 corpus 21 400k 551 000k

EN–DE

News-commentary 140k 3300k

Europarl 1740k 48 000k

JRC-Acquis 1200k 25 800k

OpenSubtitles v2 4650k 35 400k

News (EN) 110 000k 2 650 000k

News (FR) 25 000k 610 000k

News (DE) 52 000k 920 000k

Table 2: Training data used in evaluation.

data set, interpolated for minimal perplexity on

newstest2008. For French–English, we addition-

ally used the 109 corpus and United Nations cor-

pus as parallel data sets. As additional German–

English data, we used JRC-Acquis, a collection

of legislative texts (Steinberger et al., 2006), and

OpenSubtitles v2, a parallel corpus extracted from

film subtitles5 (Tiedemann, 2009). The respective

data sizes are listed in table 2.

We train all systems with Moses (Koehn et al.,

2007), SRILM (Stolcke, 2002), and GIZA++ (Och

and Ney, 2003). We measure translation per-

formance through BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)

and METEOR 1.3 (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011).

All results are lowercased and tokenized, mea-

sured with five independent runs of MERT (Och

and Ney, 2003) and using MultEval (Clark et al.,

2011) to account for optimizer instability. Results

marked in bold are statistically significantly better

than the baseline according to significance testing

5http://www.opensubtitles.org

in MultEval (p < 0.05).

We evaluate each system with two test sets. The

first test set is newstest2011 from WMT 2011, with

the system optimized on news-test2008; as sec-

ond test set, we use patent abstracts for FR–EN6,

and help desk tickets provided to us by the soft-

ware company Finnova for DE–EN. The reason

for this is that we expect idiomaticity to be more

of a problem if training and test set are dissimilar,

since MWEs may be domain-specific (Smadja et

al., 1996). We will refer to the second test set as

cross-domain setting.

6.2 Phrase-based Results

Table 3 shows our experimental results with

phrase-based systems on the newstest2011, and the

two cross-domain test sets. The only change of

our FLEX system over the baseline is the addition

of four flexibility features to the log-linear model,

namely pflex_left and pflex_right in both translation direc-

tions.

On newstest2011, we observe an improvement

of 0.2 BLEU in three of the four translation direc-

tions. On the help desk and patent test sets, the

flexibility features lead to larger improvements of

up to 0.9 BLEU (FR–EN), with 0.3–0.4 points of

improvement observed for DE–EN and EN–FR,

and no significant improvement for the language

pair EN–DE.

There are a number of possible explanations as

to why we observe a gain in performance with

some test sets, but not with others. Defining the

context as the immediate neighbours of a phrase

pair does have limitations. In the case of DE–EN,

for instance, we note that the relatively free word

order in German makes it harder to recognize if

a word is part of a MWE with our approach. An

6extracted from the COPPA corpus (Pouliquen and Mazenc,
2011); IPC section A: human necessities.
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system sentence

source Le jeu comprend des cartes objectifs et de l’argent pour le jeu.

reference The game apparatus includes target cards, and game money.

baseline The game includes maps objectives and money for the stake.

+FLEX The game includes maps objectives and money for the game.

source Improvements relating to board games

reference Améliorations apportées à des jeux de société

baseline Des améliorations relatives aux jeux du conseil

+FLEX Des améliorations concernant les jeux de société

Table 4: Example translations from patents corpus. Phrase-based models.

example are German verb particles, which may oc-

cur not immediately after the verb, but at the end of

the matrix clause. Without preordering, we cannot

reliably distinguish between schlägt (engl: beats)

and schlägt ... vor (engl: proposes).

Apart from the translation direction, the ex-

tent to which (parts of) MWEs are misused dur-

ing translation depends on the training and test

domain, since MWEs may be domain-specific

(Smadja et al., 1996). If training and test domain

are similar, using an idiomatic translation learned

from the domain is more likely to be right than

if the test set is from a different domain. Con-

versely, we expect cross-domain performance to

benefit more strongly from the flexibility features,

and consider this the main reason why we observe

a larger performance boost with cross-domain test

sets. Considering that we observe the largest per-

formance gains in cross-domain translation, we ar-

gue that the flexibility features may be especially

helpful for general purpose SMT system, and/or

systems that use training data from various differ-

ent domains.

Furthermore, adding flexibility features has side

effects which may be both positive and negative.

Specifically, the systems with flexibility features

tend to give a higher weight to the phrase penalty

in the log-linear model, meaning that the systems

use fewer, but larger translation units during de-

coding. Such a preference of large translation

units makes sense if we want to correctly trans-

late MWEs despite the flexibility features: note our

motivating examples in table 1, and that the flex-

ibility features penalize (Einklang|line), but not

(im Einklang mit|in line with).

Table 4 shows two examples where the base-

line system misapplies an inflexible phrase pair. In

these examples, the translations are so wrong that

it might be hard to intuitively understand why they

were even learned in the model. It is thus helpful to

know the relevant phrase pairs, all frequent in the

training set, that introduce these word translations

into our model:

• en jeu – at stake

• board of directors – conseil de direction

In both examples, the flexibility features suc-

cessfully penalizes the (misused) idiomatic trans-

lation. However, the second example nicely

illustrates that the experimental system does

not prevent the translation of multiword expres-

sions when they are encountered as a whole.

The experimental system penalizes the inflex-

ible translation pair (conseil|board), but not

(jeux de société|board games), which is chosen in-

stead. The example also illustrates our point about

MWEs being domain-specific: board of directors

only occurs once in a patent corpus of 9 million

sentences, but 12 500 times in the 109 corpus (21

million sentences).

6.3 Hierarchical Results

Table 5 shows translation results for hierarchical

systems. As far as statistical significance filtering

is concerned, we see an increase in BLEU by up to

0.4 points for the filtered models, along with a re-

duction in rule table size. METEOR remains con-

stant, or, for EN–DE, drops slightly by 0.2 points.

A closer look at the METEOR statistics gives us

an explanation for this discrepancy between BLEU

and METEOR. Unigram precision benefits from

significance filtering, while unigram recall, which

is only considered by METEOR, is slightly de-

creased. We conduct all future experiments with

filtered tables.

Just as with the phrase-based systems, the im-
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system DE–EN EN–DE FR–EN EN–FR

BLEU METEOR BLEU METEOR BLEU METEOR BLEU METEOR

newstest2011

unfiltered 21.1 29.1 15.5 36.4 29.0 34.0 30.2 51.0

filtered 21.5 29.1 15.6 36.2 29.2 34.1 30.4 51.0

FLEX_H1 21.5 29.1 15.8 36.5 29.6 34.2 30.5 51.1

FLEX_H2 21.5 29.1 15.9 36.5 29.5 34.2 30.6 51.2

FLEX_H3 21.5 29.1 15.8 36.5 29.7 34.3 30.5 51.1

cross-domain

filtered 29.2 29.1 26.3 41.6 24.2 31.9 22.8 44.7

FLEX_H1 29.3 29.2 27.1 42.5 24.9 32.1 22.7 44.7

FLEX_H2 29.3 29.2 27.1 42.4 25.0 32.2 22.8 44.7

FLEX_H3 29.3 29.2 27.2 42.5 24.7 32.0 22.8 44.8

Table 5: SMT results on newstest2011 and cross-domain test sets. Hierarchical models. Highlighted

systems are significantly better than (filtered) baseline.

pact of the flexibility scores varies between the

different translation directions and test sets. The

biggest effect is observed for the translation di-

rections EN–DE, with 0.2-0.3 BLEU points gained

on newstest2011, and 0.8–0.9 BLEU points on the

cross-domain test set, and FR–EN, with 0.3-0.5

BLEU points gained on newstest2011, and 0.5-0.8

BLEU points on the cross-domain test set. All

variants of hierarchical flexibility scores perform

similarly well, with no consistent winner variant.

For DE–EN and EN–FR, adding flexibility scores

yields no significant improvement.

A comparison between phrase-based and hierar-

chical systems gives a mixed picture. For the lan-

guage pair FR–EN, the hierarchical system is bet-

ter on newstest2011, the phrase-based one on the

patent test set. An analysis of the METEOR statis-

tics suggests that the highest difference between

the phrase based and the hierachical models is in

METEOR’s fragmentation penalty, which means

that reordering phenomena are at the root of these

differences. Adding flexibility features is effective

for both types of models; it primarly affects the

precision and recall scores, which indicates that

they improve the accuracy of the translation.

7 Conclusion

We describe a simple, yet effective way to measure

the flexibility of phrase pairs, and show that these

flexibility measures improve translation quality.

By penalizing inflexible phrase pairs, i.e. phrase

pairs that only occur in the context of larger mul-

tiword expressions, we measured gains in trans-

lation quality of up to 0.9 BLEU and METEOR

points. The flexibility of phrase pairs is learned

from the parallel training text, and expressed

through new features in the log-linear SMT model.

This makes the approach simple to implement and

language-independent.

We have applied the approach to both phrase-

based and hierarchical phrase-based SMT mod-

els, and discussed variants for hierarchical models.

We have also demonstrated that rule table filter-

ing based on statistical significance tests is possi-

ble and fruitful.

The flexibility scores that we proposed still have

their limitations. Specifically, there are MWEs

which have a higher flexibility on the surface level,

but which we still would like to mark as inflexible.

An example are German verb particles, which do

not necessarily occur immediately after the verb,

but at the end of the matrix clause, and whose

translation is often non-compositional. Coupling

flexibility scores with reordering might help to

overcome these limitations.
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